Perspectives of the Spanish econorny at the beginning of 1994.
Since the last report - October 1993 - the Spanish Natíonal
Institute of Statistics has released national aceount figures for the third
quarter of 1993 and has revised the figures of previous quarters. As a
result the recession at :he end of 1992 appears now more ¡ntense and
for the firs! three quarters of 1993 the Spanish GDP experienced a
recovery with quarterly rates of growth clase to zero. This recovery is
due to the contribution of the foreign seclor to GDP growth, while the
revised consumption and fixed investment components of the
domestíc demand sho\V less negative quarterly rates of change than
those previously published.
Prom the production side, the figures for the industrial production
index have been revised likewise. Thus, one can estimate now that the
production of consumer goods has passed from a negative underlying
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Similarly, equipment production has passed from negative rate of
change of about 11 % to less negative 5% over the same periodo
Accordingly with these figures the decline in employment in the
whole industrial sector is diminishing, but it will still continue in 1994
with a value around 3%. In the service sector. the employment decline
has been highly reduced. and for the fourth quarter of 1993 it can be
forecasted that the underlying rate of growth in employment will not
be negative. Finally. the building sector registers the highest rate of
employment decline al an underlying rute of 8.5% for 1993.
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The behavior offoreign trade during 1993 has been characterized
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by ~olid growth of nominal exports, which is expected to continue in
1994. Thu5 the underlyiog rate of growth in 1994 for exports of goods
will be about 12%. 00 the other hand. nominal imports of goods were
still decreasing at the beginning of 1993, with a possible recovery
later. Accordingly. with the provisional published figures. bis
recovery is huge, but all figures corresponding to 1993 could be
deeply revised. because with the abolition of customs inside the
European Union the measurement of imports has experienced great
prob1ems, and not a11 ofthem have been adequately solved. In any
case. taking into consideralion the evolution of prices. the foreign
sector has had an important positive contribution lo GDP growth in
1993.
Unfortunately the contribution of the foreign sector has been
diminishing over 1993. partly due to a less stagnant econony and also
to the evolution of relative prices with other countries. In that sense,
the underlying rate of growth of the consumer price index has been
quite stable during 1993. oscillating around 4.6%. This leve] in the
underlying rate of growth of the ePI is made up by an underlying
inflation around 4% in the good markets and near 7% in the sen' ice
market. The expansions for 1994 are more uncertaio than usual due to
¡he difficulty in forecasting the increases in wages and productivity,
however il can be said thar it is unlikely that the anoua! rate of growth
of the ePI in December 1994 would be less than 4%. With this rate of
inflation the compelitiveness of Spanish goods and services will be
reduced during 1994. At the same time a vigorous export sector and
an incipient mild recovery in domestic demand will induce a sustained
positive rate of growth for real imports.
The above consideration led to the macroeconomic forecasts for
1993 and 1994 shown in the table. This table indicates thal domestic
demand has been ver)' depressed duriog 1993, registering a decline of
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3.10/1' in its annual average leve!. On lhe alher hand, fareign lrade on
goods and serviees has conlributed more rhan two percentage points
to the growth of the Spanish economy and as a result the forecast for
GDP points to a fall of I SIc. Corresponding with the table, during 1993
both consumption and investment have decreased. The predictions for
1994 indicate a mi Id recove!)' of investment throughout the year to
end up with an average annual rate of growth of 0.4%. 00 the other
hand the recovery of coosumption wilI be smalIer and it will not take
place from the begioniog of 1994, Consequently its annual rate of
change for this year will still be oegative (-0.6%). All this will cause
the annual average domestic demand to decrease by 0.2%. The tabIe
also shows thal lhe contribution ofthe foreign sector to economic
growth is declining along these two years. and for the annual average
of 1994 wiU just be over a haIf of a percentage point All this implies
that for 1994 the rate of growth of GDP will be ve!)' modest, around
0.4%,
The figures in lhe table illustrate how much the recovery of the
Spanish economy depends on the foreign sector. However, once the
economy starts lO recover, more imports are needcd to attend
production and ifthe tenns of trade move against the Spanish
commodities the decline of the contribulÍoo of Ihe foreigo trade to
economic growth can be greater than the contribution from the
incipient growth shown by domestic demand, In this case, the whole
process of recovery couId be aborted. Therefore. the control of
inflation in 1994 seems particularly importan!. At this moment, the
avaiIable inflation forecasts are over 4%. which, given the pubIished
forecasts for olher countries, must be taken as the maximum inflalÍon
rate that the Spanish economy could afford io 1994, without stopping
the miId recovery which is forecasted for Ihe yeaL 00 lhe contrary, if
a11 the economic agents associate possibIe improvements in their
incomes with gains in productivity in their eorresponding inslitutions,
rhe inflation rate could be Iower and economic growth greater and
much souoder. An inflatioo rate significantly higher than 4% will
probably push the Spanish economy into a Ionger recession,
The forecasts given for 1994 include a modest but continuous
growth in investment. In order to achieve ¡his, ¡he evolution of lhe real
interest rates and expectations and confidence in the Spanish economy
playan important role. For these expectations, the economic policy
implemented by the government is going to be important. In that
sense, one observes rhat the pubIic deficit for 1993 will be no less than
7.2% of GDP, which means lhat the net increment of public debt in
1993 is going 10 be more than three times the corresponding
increment in 1992. It is tfUe thal wilh ¡his growth of public debt fue
Treasury's recourse has beeo reduced by 1344.6 billions pesetas but
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even taking this into aeeount the debt net increment would still be
more than double that in 1992. The budget for 1994 includes a public
defieit of 6.7%, which incorporatcs a considerable increase in
investment expenses. This publie investment is necessary to reduce
costs in running Spanish economic activity and therefore it could help
in pushing the recovery. But at the same time it is necessary for the
publie deficit to be well within 6.7% of GOP at the end of 1994, in
order ro avoid excessive pressures on financial markets which will
preveo! a reduetion of interest rates.
The fulfillmeot of this public defieit objeetive is not going ro be
easy. but it must be one of the highest priorities for the economic
authorities. This aehievement will not only help in ¡he evolution of
ioterest rates but will also improve the confideoce of foreign investOTS
on the Spanish ecooomy. As a matter of faet the reduction in ¡nteTcst
Tates is not only important 00 itself. but also because it is an indicator
that sorne disequilibrium of the Spanish economy is in the way of
being cured. The recent finaneial problems of Banesto, and the
solution given. will certainiy have an important impaet on interest
rates.
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It has been mentioned aboye that consumption will still be depressed
in the first half of 1994 with a very mild recovery io the secood pan of
the year. The possib!e growth of the Spanish economy wi11 be based
00 gains in productivity and therefore the effect on employment will
be smal!. which io tum would impIy that the recovery of coosumption
would be sIow. lo those circumstances ir is not going to bc possible to
push domestic demand from the public sector llllIess strict measures to
increase the efficiency of public expe~ses are impemeoted. More
efficient public expenditures would imp!y reducing costs in ecooomic
activity and improving social welfare, which will be a good guarantee
that a deficit today to rncrease demand could be paid tomorrow.
lt seems that the Spanish economy has problems with the supply
and the demand side and both require reforms of the public sector that
en~ure that it could be possible to push the demand without putting
inflation and ¡nterest rates at levels which create supply problems and
without damagiog future expectations 00 the economy.
The forecasts for the Spanish economy in 1994 show a mild
recovery of GDP based on the contribution of the foreign sector and
the mi Id recove!)' of the construction and the equipmeot sectors. Both
eIements depend heavily on the following factors: (1) The reduction of
interest rates io order to reduce the rate of private and public debt
services, and to stimulate private investment (2) The reduction of the
rate of growth of productioo costs due to salary iocreases aboye
productivity increases (3) The rcduction of ioflatioo rates, io order to
preserve the competitive advantage io the tenns of trade due to the
devaluation of the peseta.
If these conditions improve quite rapidly, domes tic demand may not
decrease in 1994, but may recover mildly, and theo a greater increase
of GDP reachiog 0.8% could be obtained. However, their satisfication
depends 00 interna! and extemal factors such as: (1) The stabilization
of the European project (2) The increase in competitive pressure on
the oon~exportable goods and services (3) The solutioo of the financia!
crisis generated io Spaio by the crisis of Baoesto (4) The capacity of
the public sector to reduce its demaod for resoorces in the fioancial
markets in order to continue the reduction of ¡nterest rates
A negative evolution of these factors would affect thc Spanish
economy and the GDP theo could decrease by about 0.4% in 1994.
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